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LIFEFLIGHT MEDICAL SERVICES
LifeFlight Australia’s proven capability to recruit, train and deploy specialised medical personnel is 
integral to our success in providing our life-saving air-medical services at home and internationally.

Since 2001, though our charitable subsidiary LifeFlight Retrieval 
Medicine, we have hired and trained the consultant and registrar 
level doctors as well as flight nurses who deliver the pre- and inter-
hospital care on our rescue helicopters and air ambulance jets 
and with all other aeromedical rescue services working in rural and 
regional Queensland.

The skills and self-reliance of our critical care doctors are honed 
in our own ‘backyard’ of Queensland, where the geographical 
remoteness of many of the incidents to which our rescue helicopters 
respond necessitates more in-flight intensive care than required in 
most other countries with comparable air-medical services. 

These unique challenges and opportunities our doctors 
regularly encounter forge special capabilities that many of our 
internationally-recruited medical registrars take back home with 
them – to the benefit of their own nations’ health systems.

This real-world expertise also underpins LifeFlight’s air-medical 
training, with our medical instructors drawing on and sharing their 
recent front-line experiences, not only with our own doctor and flight 
nurse recruits but also with paramedics prior to their deployments 
with rescue helicopter crews.

Our first-class recruitment and training practices also make LifeFlight 
a supplier of choice for government and other organisations 
seeking specialised air-medical personnel on a contract basis. 

In Queensland, that includes the Health Department, which, in 
turn, deploys LifeFlight-recruited and trained medical consultants 
and registrars to the Government’s own rescue helicopter fleet, to 
the Royal Flying Doctor Service, and to other community rescue 
helicopter providers.

A further dimension to our medical expertise is to be found in the 
telephone medical advisory services (TMAS) field. Our panel of 
critical care specialists ensures 24/7 availability for expert advice 
on diagnosis and treatment in cases of severe illness or injury 
where immediate retrieval or intensive care are not feasible options. 
LifeFlight currently provides TMAS to ships at sea within the Australian 
maritime search and rescue region on a 24/7 basis under our 
contract with the Australian Maritime Safety Authority.

A similar TMAS service is provided to our oil and gas industry clients 
in south-west Queensland, with potential for other on and off-shore 
applications in the resources industry, defence, government and the 
cruise ship sector.
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BY THE NUMBERS
Across the year LifeFlight delivers 24/7 clinical coverage at 10 retrieval bases 
and two coordination centres, with reach to anywhere in Queensland, interstate, 
or internationally as required.

On any given day we fill:
• 21 retrieval doctor rosters
• Two Queensland Health medical coordination rosters
• One duty medical coordinator roster for the LifeFlight Coordination Centre
• Four daily nursing rosters

We also supply equipment management nurses at seven locations across Queensland.
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CORPORATE OFFICE
ADDRESS  32 Edward Street, Brisbane QLD 4000
POSTAL ADDRESS  PO Box 15166, City East QLD 4002
PHONE  +61 7 3037 2299
EMAIL  info@lifef light.org.au

WWW.LIFEFLIGHT.ORG.AU


